Auto collisions on our busy roads are a reality. Unscrupulous businessmen aiming to take advantage of such distressful events are another reality. Therefore apart from taking insurance cover with a reliable company, taking note of trustworthy auto body shops is another way of mitigating the toll an accident may take on your mind, pocket and clock.

**Consideration When Choosing an Auto Body Shop**

Before such an eventuality, it is advisable that you enquire about the collision repair shops near you. At your own pace, do your research at home, the workplace, online and on the ground. The factors to consider when choosing where to go for auto collision repair include:

**Quality of work**

It takes great training and equipment to fix a damaged car so that it looks and performs like, or better than, before. Therefore establish the level of training of the technicians at the shop, and the technology they use to make auto body estimates and repair problems. The range of services they offer will also tell you their level of expertise and experience with cars like yours.
Cost of work

Cheap is expensive. The services of a shop offering auto collision repair cheaply may very likely be substandard. This is not to say that you go to the most expensive shop, but that the auto shop must account for every dollar charged. It is important that you compare the charges of as many shops as possible.

Speed of service

Since your car is an essential agent for running your daily life, find the shop that will fix it as quick as possible. You must ensure that it has all the parts your vehicle needs before you leave it at the repair shop. However, keep in mind that good auto body work requires your patience.

Customer care

What guarantee does the shop give its clients? What is the attitude of the business towards you as a (potential) customer? Apart from repairing your car, what other service does the shop offer you? These questions may be answered by reading the customer reviews, Better Business Bureau reviews or even the business’ webpage.

Hassle Free Car Repair Process

In the event of an accident, there are three parties to call: the police, your insurance company, and the choice auto collision repair shop.
What follows then is assessment of the damage done to your car. The diagnosis may involve modern software, yet it relies on the inspections skills of the technician to derive an auto repair estimate. This document shows every part that will need replacement, or removal and installation, the cost involved, and time required.

It is worth noting that the amount quoted for your insurance company is an estimate. This figure may increase as some charges are tied to time spent working, and as other problems may be discovered later. The technicians must inform you of these and explain how they missed them previously before they fix them.

While the repair job is on going, a reputable company such as Sterling AutoBody Shop may organise for you a rental car. Once the job has been completed, you should be shown the original parts that were replaced and the receipts of the parts and paints bought for your vehicle.